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Barometer of the Business Climate in Spain

From the Foreign Investor's Perspective

Barometer of the business climate in 2020: Foreign companies in Spain forecast a “clear improvement” in their activity in 2021

Sovereign Wealth Funds Report 2020: Spain among the top ten countries receiving sovereign funds

Spanish wine is strengthening the attraction of foreign investment

Google to open a centre of excellence for cybersecurity in Malaga

Spain increases its attractiveness for investors in renewable energies

Disney+ prepares for production in Spain
Maersk builds a logistics warehouse in the port of Barcelona

Read more

HIG Capital acquires 40% of Madrid Content City

Read more

Oskri exports 80% of its production in Spain to strategic markets, such as Germany, United Kingdom, China, Korea and Japan

Read more

See more news
See success stories

Events

South by Southwest-SXSW
Online
03/16/2021 - 03/20/2021

Read more

Webinar
Online
03/22/2021

Belgium and Spain: Two Countries, Countless Opportunities

Read more

Webinar
Online
03/24/2021

Spain-Canada Trade Relations Panel

Read more

See all events
New updates

'Together, we are business', new Invest in Spain video
02/03/2021

New search engine for financial aids and incentives

Discover the first report on the Spanish foodtech ecosystem
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